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Abstract

An academic institution has to encourage an innovation activity in order to meet the requirements of a modern, dynamic, and competitive environment. The innovation activity of the institution is engendered by instructors’ innovative intentions to create and assess the innovation proposals. However, there are challenges that prevents realization of the innovative intentions. The challenges are caused by lack a model that would shape process of revealing the effective proposals and building accountability for their development. The ASVA model including components “Accountability”, “Submission”, “Valuation”, and “Awarding” is suggested. The model provides: creation and assessment of the innovation proposals by the instructors, determination of the instructors’ accountability measures for development of the innovation proposals, adaptation of the instructors’ accountability measures to the values of the innovation proposals, revelation of the key instructors who are creators the most valuable innovation proposals for attaining the current aim of the institution, formation of flexible collaboration groups by taking into consideration of willingness and ability of the proposal’s valuators to share accountability for the innovation proposal development with the proposal creator, and adjustment of the size of award received by the instructors to the values of the innovation proposals.
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1. Introduction

An academic institution should choice the innovation-based activity to remain viable in a changed and competitive environment (Tierney & Lanford, 2016, Kaplan, 2017). The innovation activity guided by leaders and managers comprises the following basic stages: creation the innovation proposals for improvement of the institution performance and development of the innovations on the basis of these proposals (Poole et al., 2000; Jones, 2012).

However, there are challenges which obstruct the innovation activity. The challenges are: the institution culture doesn’t promote innovations; the institution leadership and management can’t reveal the main directions of the innovation activity are supported by available knowledge and skills of instructors; the adjustment to the changed objectives of the institution is missing; wide involvement of the instructors in the innovation activity isn’t provided; the instructors’ innovation activity is not stimulated and motivated; there isn’t productive collaboration of the instructors through all levels of the institution structure; the driving power of accountability of the instructors for changes isn’t used.

A favorable environment in the institution should be formed for solving these challenges and promoting the innovation activity of the instructors (Lawson & Samson, 2001; Horighe, 2009). The basic elements of the environment are motivation of the instructors, assessment of their innovation activity, the instructors’ collaboration, and accountability of the instructors for the innovation activity.

The motivation engenders the instructors’ desire to participate in innovation activity and can be realized by the appropriate reward mechanisms (Nacinicovic et al., 2009; Glasberg & Ouerghemi, 2011). The assessment of the instructors’ innovation activity has to be the effective instrument providing a choice of the qualitative innovation proposals. The instructors’ collaboration groups are formed for development of the innovations. Collaboration should be adapted to peculiarity of the innovations and unlimited by the institution structure.

The accountability provides the instructors of significance of the institution’ goal (Evans, 2008). The instructors’ accountabilities should be based on their desires and abilities to develop the innovations for attainment of the
institutional effectiveness (Ewell, 2011). A flexible mechanism of determining accountability according to changing the directions of the innovation activity is needed. Furthermore, taking and sharing accountability of the instructors for development of the innovations should be encouraged.

However, the elements forming the favorable environment in the institution and the suitable order of their use for promoting the innovation activity of the instructors are not developed. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to introduce a systematic model providing a framework for elaboration, integration and ordered use of the favorable environment elements for promotion of the innovation activity in the academic institution.

The model provides: shaping the process of motivated creation and peer assessment of the innovation proposals; determination of the instructors’ accountability measures for development of the innovations; forming the instructors’ collaboration groups, composition of which aligned with the specificity of the innovation proposals and the measures of the instructors’ shared-accountability for their development; unfolding leading innovation directions and the key instructors of the innovation activity.

2. Related Research

The research contributed to promotion of the instructors’ innovation activity in the academic institution are examined. Jakovljevic (2018) created the ORED model (observation, revelation, exploration, design) for empowerment and development of innovations in an academic institution. The model takes into account of the innovators’ individual abilities, their innovation development cycles, and the individual and institutional dynamics in the innovative process. Findlow (2008) explored contradiction between bureaucratic models of higher education accountability and academic innovation activity. The author presented a consideration about how to promote the innovations and provide accountability for their development with such contradiction. The consideration is based on the innovators’ experiences in the certain institution.

Ayers (2005) claimed the organizational environment should be formed allowing to realize desire and readiness of the employees to take accountability for their work. Martins E. & Martins N. (2002) determined the elements of the organizational environment promoting the innovation development. The elements are the innovative strategy, a dynamic group-based organizational structure allowing freedom of the employees’ interactions, recognition and reward inducing the innovation activity, and the communication capabilities.

Brands & Kleinman (2010) developed the procedures promoting improvement of organizational performance through innovation. The procedures are creating the suitable values of the organizational culture, building accountability, idea management, watching, measuring, and rewarding. Evans (2008) declared improvement of organizational performance is resulted by its strategy taking into consideration of accountability and building relationships among group members on the basis of accountability.

Kennedy & Schleifer (2006) affirmed the organization’s hierarchical structure should be replaced by the team-based structure in order to empower collaborative and accountable development of innovations. Ettlie (2011) elaborated the innovation process and emphasized the constructive role of collaboration in this process.

Glasberg & Ouerghemi (2011) considered the motivation of employees as one of the basic elements promoting development of innovation in an organization. Nacinovic et al. (2009) believed promotion of the innovation activity in an organization can be provided by applying of the suitable reward system.

Chang et al. (2017) explored influence of accountability for process, result, and hybrid (process and result) on adaptive performance supporting change of organizational strategies for attaining the better results. The authors demonstrated accountability for process strengthened adaptive performance in the short-term but inhibited adaptive performance in the long-term. Accountability for result forced adaptive performance in the long-term. Hybrid accountability caused flexibility in transition from existing strategy to new one. Green et al. (2000) discovered hybrid accountability and reward systems caused comprehensive and flexible thinking.

The analysis of the above publications allows to conclude the challenges caused by lack of a model promoting the innovation activity in the academic institution remain. The favorable environment for innovations combining such elements as motivation, evaluation, accountability, and collaboration hasn’t be described. The values of the innovation proposals through peer assessment hasn’t be determined. Building accountability of instructors for development of the innovation proposals hasn’t be realized. Adaptation of the measures of accountability for development of the innovation proposals to their values hasn’t be provided. Forming dynamic collaboration groups caused by aspiration of the proposals’ valuators to share accountability for development of the proposals with their creators hasn’t be considered. The motivation mechanism ensuring a reward for all participants of creation and assessment of the innovation proposals hasn’t be presented. Aligning the size of the rewards with the innovation proposals’ values hasn’t be performed.
3. The Model of Adaptive Accountability for Innovations in the Academic Institution

The purpose of the model is promotion of the innovation activity in the academic institution. It is attained by creation and assessment of the innovation proposals by the instructors, determination and realization of the instructors’ intentions to take or share accountabilities for development of the innovations on the basis of the proposals, adaptation of taking and sharing accountability of the instructors for developing the innovations to the proposals’ values, use of a flexible encouragement mechanism for inducing the instructors to the innovation activity, and aligning compensations received by the instructors with the proposals’ values.

Creation and peer evaluation of innovative proposals is guided by the institution goal, a submission frame, and the encouragement mechanism. Manifestation of the innovation proposals motivates the instructors to create their own proposals or to participate in development of the presented proposals. It leads to wide involvement of the instructors in the innovation activity. Alignment of the instructors’ compensations with the proposals’ values enables reasonable reward.

The intention of the proposal’s creator to take accountability for its development is evaluated by peers. The instructor’s intention to share accountability for performance of the innovation is resulted by self-examination of his/her capability to support the proposal development and evaluation of the proposal creator. It leads to creation of the adaptive collaborative groups unlimited by the institution structure. Thereby, productive collaboration is organized.

Adaptation of taking accountability of the instructors for developing the innovation proposals to their values is provided by aligning the accountability measures with the proposal values.

The ASVA model includes the following interconnected model components: Accountability, Submission, Valuation, and Awarding (Fig.1). The order of interaction of the model components is showed by arrows. The “Accountability” is the central component of the ASVA model. It creates adaptive accountability of the instructors for development of the innovation proposals.

![Figure 1. The adaptive accountability model](image)

The “Submission” component.

The objective of the “Submission” component is to promote submission and evaluation of the innovation proposals by the instructors regarding the innovative purpose of the institution.

The procedures of the “Submission” component are: the innovative purpose setting, determining the possible roles of the instructors in creation and assessment of the innovation proposals, forming requirements for submission of the innovation proposals, and defining the reward conditions.

The innovative purpose setting consists in determining the purpose that should be attained as a result of the innovation activity, creating a list of the innovative directions (the directions may not be specified if the managers want to reveal the new directions are cultivated by instructors), and informing the instructors about the purpose.

The possible roles of an instructor in creation and assessment of the innovation proposals are a proposal-creator, a proposal-valuator, and a potential collaborator. The proposal-creator creates the proposal; the proposal-valuator
assesses the proposal, the potential collaborator is the valuator who intends to collaborate while development of the innovation based on the proposal.

The submission the innovation proposals by the instructors is adjusted by requirements. The requirements need is caused the aspiration to provide the qualitative proposals. The requirements are: the size of a proposal is limited; the proposal must be structured regarding the following elements: objectives, originality, essence, and expected results; the proposal can be concerned with only one innovative direction (if the directions are specified); the instructor may submit only one proposal for the specified direction; the number of proposals that may be submitted by an instructor for a few directions and the total number of proposals that may be submitted by an instructor are limited.

The reward conditions are aimed at inducing the instructors to create and assess the innovation proposals, and to intensify the collaborative innovative activity. The reward conditions are: all instructors participating in submitting and assessing the innovation proposals receive the reward; the reward for each proposal is divided between the creator and the valuator of the proposal according to the reward percentage depending on the current situation in the institution; the most reward corresponds with the proposal having the most peer or management assessment; size of the personal reward depends on the determined values of his (her) proposals and the values of peer proposals which he (she) assesses.

The “Valuation” component.

The objectives of the “Valuation” component are determining the values of the innovation proposals, finding the leading direction of innovation activity, and revealing the key instructors to achievement of the innovative purpose.

The value of each proposal is determined as a result of its assessment by peers or managers (if the proposal isn’t evaluated by instructors), examination of the valuators by the creator and self-evaluation of possibility of the valuators to collaborate while development of the proposal.

The procedures of the “Valuation” component are introducing the assessment restrictions, realizing the instructor’s assessment of the innovation proposal, calculating the total assessment of the proposal, assessing potential collaboration of the instructors, determining the value of the proposal, finding the leading direction of the innovation activity, and revealing the basic and key instructors.

Qualitative assessment of the proposals and effective collaboration while their performance can be provided due to the following restrictions: the proposal-creator may not be the valuator of peer proposals concerning the innovative directions to which his (her) proposals belong; the restricted number of proposals may be assessed by every instructor, and the number of proposals for which the instructor may be the potential collaborator is limited.

The instructor’s assessment of the innovation proposal is determined by formula:

\[ a(p) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \cdot r_i}{100} \]  

(1)

where

- \( a(p) \) is the proposal assessment,
- \( w_i \) is the weight of \( i \) element of the innovation proposal structure,
- \( n \) is the number of the structure elements,
- \( r_i \) is the assessment rating for \( i \) element of the proposal structure, \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), the ratings are set by the instructor.

The weights of the proposal structure elements are set by managers depending on specificity of the innovative purpose. The established range for assessment is set from 0 to 5. The total assessment of the proposal is calculated as sum of the assessments performed by the instructors.

Example 1:

The instructor’s assessment of the innovation proposal calculated by formula (1) is represented by Table 1. This assessment is 3.3.

Table 1. The instructor’s assessment of the innovation proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The elements of the innovation proposal structure</th>
<th>The weights of the proposal structure elements (%)</th>
<th>The assessment range (0-5)</th>
<th>The assessment value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essence</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assessment of the proposal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assessments of the proposal by four instructors are 2.7, 3.3, 3.7, and 4.3, accordingly. Then, the total assessment of the proposal is equal to 14.

The assessment of potential collaboration of the instructors while development of the innovation proposal can be determined. The assessment of collaboration for proposal having the maximal number of potential collaborators is set as a fixed value. The assessment of collaboration for each from others proposals is determined relative to the fixed value pro rata the number of the collaborators.

Example2:
There are four proposals. The number of the potential collaborators for their development equals 5, 4, 3, and 2, accordingly. The maximal number of collaborators equals 5. This value corresponds to the first proposal. Hence, the assessment of potential collaboration while developing this proposal is set equal to 5. Then, the assessments of potential collaboration for others proposals are equal to 4, 3, and 2, accordingly.

The value of the innovation proposal can be determined as the sum the total assessment of the proposal and assessment of potential collaboration while its development.

Example3:
The total assessment of the proposal equals 14 (Example1) and the assessment of potential collaboration while developing this proposal equals 4 (Example 2). Then, the proposal value equals 18.

The basic creators of the innovation proposals regarding the innovative directions, the leading direction, and the key creator can be revealed. At first, the basic creators regarding the innovative directions are revealed. They are the creators of the proposals having the maximal values in each from the direction. Then, the value of each direction is calculated. It is sum of values of the proposals presented for the direction. Next, the leading direction (directions) can be determined. It is direction having the maximal value. At last, the key creator is determined. He or she is the basic creator for the leading direction.

Example4:
There are two innovative directions. There are four proposals for each direction. The values of the proposals presented relative to the first direction are equal to 9, 10, 11, and 20, accordingly. The values of the proposals presented regarding the second direction are equal to 7, 8, 9, and 10, accordingly. Then, the basic creator for the first direction is the creator of the proposal with the value equal to 20, and the basic creator for the second direction is the creator of the proposal having the value equal to 10.

Next, the values of these directions are calculated by summation of the corresponding proposals values. Hence, the direction values are equal to 50 and 34, accordingly. Comparison of these values allows for the conclusion that the first direction must be chosen as the leading direction. At last, the key creator is revealed. He or she is the basic proposal-creator for the leading first direction.

The “Awarding” component.

The objective of the “Awarding” component is determining rewards received by the instructors for creation and assessment of the proposals. The rewards is aligned with the proposal values.

The procedures of the “Awarding” component are calculation of the award for all instructors regarding each from the innovation directions; determination of the award for instructors related to each innovation proposal; defining divided award for creation and assessment of the proposals according to the adjusted reward percentage; calculation of the personal award for every instructor participating in creation and assessment of the innovation proposals.

The award regarding each innovation direction is determined by dividing the award fund on the parts pro rata of the direction value. The award for each innovation proposal is calculated by dividing the reward concerning to the innovative direction pro rata the proposal value.

The reward percentages for divided award of the instructors for creation and assessment of the innovation proposals serve as a means for inducing creation of the proposal, improving quality of the proposal assessment, and supporting collaboration while development of the proposals. The award for each proposal is divided on the awards related to creation and assessment. The awards are calculated on the basis of the reward percentages.

The equal award is set for the proposal-valuators. Consequently, the award for every proposal-valuator is calculated by dividing the award for assessment of the proposal on the number of the proposal-valuators.

The personal award for every instructor is determined by taking into account his or her activity concerning creation and assessment of the innovation proposals.
Example 5:
The award fund is equal to $1680. There are two innovation directions. The values of the directions are equal to 50 and 34, accordingly (Example 4). Then, the awards for the instructors regarding the first and the second directions are equal to $1000, and $680, accordingly.

There are four proposals in each from the directions. The values of the proposals belonging to the first direction are equal to 9, 10, 11, and 20, accordingly. The values of the proposals belonging to the second direction are equal to 7, 8, 9, and 10, accordingly. Then, the awards for creation and assessment of the proposals from the first direction are equal to $180, $200, $220, and $400, accordingly. Similarly, the awards for creation and assessment of the proposals from the second direction are equal to $140, $160, $180, and $200, accordingly.

The reward percentages for creation and assessment of the proposals are set equal to 60% and 40%, accordingly. Then, the rewards for the creators of the proposals belonging to the first direction are equal to $108, $120, $132, and $240, accordingly. Similarly, the rewards for creation and assessment of the proposals belonging to the second direction are equal to $140, $160, $180, and $200, accordingly.

The “Accountability” component.
The objective of the “Accountability” component is to build adaptive accountability of the instructors for development of the innovation proposals.

The “Accountability” component provides adaptation taking and sharing accountability of the instructors for development of the innovation proposals to their values. It is realized by adjustment of the measures of accountability for development of the proposals to the proposal values.

The procedures of the “Accountability” component are setting the measure of joint accountability for the proposal-creator and the potential collaborators for development of the proposal, setting the accountability measures for the proposal-creators, determining the accountability measures of the potential collaborators, determining the accountability measure of the potential collaborator.

The measure of joint accountability of the proposal-creator and the potential collaborators for developing the proposal is set equal to the proposal value. The more accountability measure of the instructors corresponds with the more value of the proposal. Thereby, adaptation of taking accountability of the instructors for performing the innovation proposals to the values of the innovative proposals is provided.

The joint accountability measure is shared between creator and the potential collaborators. The accountability measure of the proposal-creator is set equal to the total assessment of the proposal. The measure of accountability of the basic creator for the innovation direction is more than the measure of accountability each from creators others proposals regarding this direction. The accountability measure of key creator is the most.

The accountability measure of the potential collaborators while development of the innovation proposal is shared among them. Consequently, the accountability measure of the potential collaborator while development of the proposal is determined by formula:

$$\mu_{col} = \frac{a(p_{col})}{m} \tag{2}$$

where

$\mu_{col}$ is the measure of accountability of the potential collaborator,

$a(p_{col})$ is the assessment of potential collaboration while developing the proposal,
m is the number of the potential collaborators.

Example 6:
The measure of joint accountability of the creator and the potential collaborators while developing the innovation proposal is set equal to 18 since the proposal value equals 18 (Example 3).
The total assessment of the proposal equals 14 (Example 1). Hence, the accountability measure of the proposal-creator equals 14.
The assessment of potential collaboration while development of the proposal equals 4 (Example 2). Hence, the accountability measure of the potential collaborators is set equal to 4. The measure of accountability of the potential collaborator is equal to 1, because of both assessment of potential collaboration is equal to 4 and the number of the collaborators equals 4 (formula 2).

4. Conclusion
The suggested ASVA model shapes process submission of innovation proposal, their evaluation, awarding the instructors, and building the instructors’ accountability for development innovations on the basis of proposals in an academic institution.
The accountability measures are aligned with the innovation proposal values that are determined as a result of submission of the proposals and their peer assessment. Due to that, adaptation of accountability to the proposal values is attained.
Building accountability engenders dynamic collaborative groups. The members of each group have intention to share accountability for development of the innovation proposal with the proposal-creator.
Aspiration of the instructors to create the qualitative proposals and take or share accountability for their development is encouraged by reward system. It ensures adaptation of the instructors’ rewards to the innovation proposal values.
The ASVA model allows: creating the dynamic and innovative environment in the institution; forming an institution culture including an accountability culture, a culture of learning, and a culture of collaboration contributing to the balance between competition and collaboration; stimulating and facilitating knowledge creation and sharing; providing exchange of information among instructors regarding their interests and preferences; reasonable taking accountability by instructors for developing innovations; and revealing well-founded innovative directions and the key instructors.
The ASVA model can serve as the constructive tool providing significant improvement in the institution performance due to promoting the intensive and fruitful innovation activity of the instructors.
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